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Abstract: Housing price is influenced by multiple factors. The existing housing price
forecasting model usually belongs to the so called single predictor model, whose prediction
accuracy is not ideal and the over-fitting phenomenon often happens due to the data noise.
To resolve these issues, this paper proposes an ensembe lerning-based housing price
prediction model incorporating various predictors. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed model, extra trees, random forest, GBDT and XGB algorithms are selected for
the benchmarks. The dataset used is the California housing price available over the web.
The results demonstrate that the proposed method can improve the predicting accuracy and
stability compared with other four single prediction models.

1. Introduction
Real estate is not only a key sector in the national economy, but also one of the people’s major
concerns. Due to the housing demands, people's attention to the housing price continues to increase.
Therefore, it is critical to provide accurate predictions of housing prices. Housing price is impacted
by multiple factors ([2], [10]) including time and space, house ages, surrounding conditions,
communities, transportation, etc. Existing prediction models are usually single predictor ones, i.e., a
single forecasting model is applied to the prediction. The prediction accuracy of this model is not
satisfactory when datasets are noisy [4]. Some simple ensemble models such as random forest
would encounter over-fitting phenomenon when the data contain more noise. To address these
issues, the paper proposes an ensemble learning ([1], [11]) based housing price prediction model.
The model is built upon multiple single predictors (they will be called base predictors in the
following discussions) including random forest (RF), extra trees (ET), GBDT, and XGB.
Random forest [7], whose basic unit is a decision tree, is an ensemble algorithm/model
employing multiple trees. It shows its superiority in many application areas. It is capable of
handling high dimensional data without feature selection. It can get an unbiased estimation of the
internal generation error during the forest generating process, and the generalization capability is
good. Nevertheless, random forest may suffer overfitting in some classification or regression
problems where noise occurs.
Extra trees, also known as Extremely Randomized Trees, is the combination of decision trees.
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Similar to the random
m forest, it randomly selects parrtial features to construuct a tree. Extra treess
directly use training samples
s
to construct
c
raandom treess and modiffy the way oof bagging. Therefore,,
when data are noisierr or the dattaset is largge, this metthodology performs
p
beetter than th
he standardd
random forrest. Howevver, due to more randoomly samplled data, som
me selectioons are not satisfactoryy
and the quaality of preddiction resu
ults fluctuatees greatly.
GBDT (Gradient Boosting Decision
D
Trree) [8] is an iterativ
ve decisionn tree algorrithm. Thiss
m
decision treess whose con
nclusions forrm the finall answer, an
nd GBDT iss
algorithm cconsists of multiple
consideredd to have a strong generalizatioon capabilitty. The corre of a GB
BDT is co
omposed off
regression trees. Therrefore, mosst GBDTs aare used forr regression
n predictionns. Althoug
gh a GDBT
T
does not neeed to perfoorm complex feature enngineering and
a transforrmation, it iis not quite suitable forr
the problem
ms with higgh-dimensio
onal featuress.
XGBooost (XGBT)) [6] is an
n open-sour
urce softwarre library including tthe gradien
nt boostingg
frameworkk aiming att providing a "scalablle, portable and distrib
buted gradiient boostin
ng library"..
Other thann running on a singlle machine,, it also su
upports thee distributeed framewo
orks. Usingg
XGBoost, models caan be traibeed more effiiciently and better pred
diction resullts can be ob
btained.
Based oon the above discussion
ns, the existting method
ds/predictorrs cannot prrovide satisfactory andd
stable resuults if they are
a applied individually
i
y. They are impacted negatively byy the noise in datasets..
Hence, thee paper will develop an
n ensemble llearning bassed on pred
diction modeel by incorp
porating thee
above menntioned fourr predictors to obtain beetter prediction outcom
mes. The proocedure of creating
c
thee
proposed m
model or meethod may be
b describedd briefly as follows.
The stacking methhod ([5], [9]], [11]) of eensemble leearning is applied
a
to cconstruct th
he proposedd
model. It ffirst partitioons the data sets (see thhe details in
n the follow
wing sectionns), and then
n uses eachh
base predictor to connduct the prredictions bbased on th
he extract feeatures relaated to houssing prices..
Specificallly, the first part of the dataset is used for traaining, and the secondd part is em
mployed forr
testing these base predictors. At the end, takking the tessting resultss as the inpuuts, the high
h-level (en-a the predicction modell.
semble) moodel is finallly trained as
In the nnext sectionn it is going to present a model, th
he training process, annd some com
mputationall
experimentts. Then, the paper con
ncludes withh remarks.
2. Ensemb
ble learningg based preediction moodel
The folllowing pictture (figure 1) depicts the overalll model traiining and eensembling process forr
the proposeed model, where
w
the daataset referss to the Caliifornia houssing price daata.

F
Figure
1. En
nsemble trainning processs of the pro
oposed moddel
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2.1 Data p
processing
This papper uses Caalifornia hou
using price ddata for traiining and ev
valuating thhe model. According
A
too
the analysiis of the oriiginal dataseet, it contaiins numeric and non-nu
umeric featu
tures and so
ome recordss
miss data ccontents. Thhe dataset needs
n
to be cleaned before being used
u
for traaining and testing.
t
Thee
paper analyyzed the orriginal datasset and founnd that the feature ‘occean_proxim
mity’ is expressed withh
String form
mat, it is noot a friendly way for m
machine learning, so the
t ocean_pproximity feature
f
dataa
would be ttransformedd to numericc data. The ocean_prox
ximity data contain datta of five ty
ypes such ass
NEAR BA
AY, INLAND
D, NEAR OCEAN.etc.
O
. So the pap
per adds fivee features ddepending on
n these fivee
data types into the original
o
dataaset and maarks the co
orresponding
g data as 11, the otherrs as 0, forr
example, iff the house is near bar, the Oceann_proximity
y_NEAR_BA
AR is markked as 1, thee other fourr
features ass 0, the detaails can be seen
s
from T
Table 1 and Table 2. Fin
nally, the noon-numeric data of thee
selected feeatures are transformed
t
d to numeriic ones and
d the missin
ng data willl be replaceed properly..
The samplees of both original
o
and processed ddata are sho
own in the follows
f
tablles respectiv
vely:
Table 1. Original daata sample

Table 2. P
Processed daata sample

Each reecord of thee dataset co
ontains 15 aattributes, an
nd the dataaset consistss of 20,000 records. A
T
sample maatrix (20,0000 x 15) X = [x1, x2, ..., xn] is con
nstructed bassed on the nnumber of records
r
andd
features where n is thhe number of
o records oor samples.. However, some featuures do not necessarilyy
contribute to the variaable, i.e., th
he housing pprice, to be predicted and
a they eveen act as no
oise. There-fore, the prrincipal com
mponent an
nalysis (PCA
A) method is
i applied to reduce thhe dimension for betterr
results. Parrticularly, The
T Karhuneen-Loeve Tr
Transform (K
KLT) [12] iss applied too perform th
he PCA taskk.
A new sam
mple matrix or data collection L w
will be generrated after the
t PCA proocess. In the followingg
training annd testing prrocedures th
he paper woould use thee dataset L after
a
the dim
mensional reeduction byy
PCA.
2.2 Trainin
ng base preedictors
As menntioned earllier, the enssemble learrning based
d prediction model prooposed in th
his paper iss
created baased on the stacking en
nsemble leaarning meth
hod ([5], [1
11]), wheree ET, RF, GBDT,
G
andd
XGB are bbase predictoors. In this case, it is neecessary to train these selected baase predictorrs. For eachh
base predicctor, it appllies the asso
ociated regrression mod
del and usess the new ssample dataa L after thee
dimensionaal reductionn described
d above as tthe input training data. As usual, the datasett is dividedd
into two parts, whereas 99.5% of
o it is for trraining and
d 0.5% of itt is for testiing. During the testingg
he more satisfactory reesults of the underlyingg
process, thhe model parrameters aree adjusted tto achieve th
models. Thhe parameteers to be set for the indiividual basee predictors are listed aas follows:
max_feaatures: maxx features allowed to usse in each prredictor;
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n_estim
mators: the number
n
of trrees of eachh predictor;
colsampple_bytree: specifying the numberr of columnss per random
m sample
max_dep
epth: the maax depth of a node in onne tree of a predictor
subsampple: the ratiio of the inp
put data to bbe sampled.
Tab
ble 3. Modeel parameterrs after train
ning
ET

=6
maax_features=

n_estiimators=100
0

RF

maax_features=
=6

n_estiimators=100
0

G
GBDT maxx_features=
=12 n_estiimators=500
0 max_dep
pth=8

subbsample=0..8

n_estiimators=200
0
X
XGB

maxx_features=
=12

Coolsample

max_dep
pth=8

subbsample=0..8

_byytree=0.8
After haaving tunedd the param
meters, the rresultant models/predicctors can bbe used for conductingg
predictionss. The figurre 2 presentss the predicction results of all four base predicctors and thee (sampled))
real housinng prices forr compariso
ons.

Figure 2. The
T results obtained by
y four basic predictors
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The following table (table 4) lists the loss function values measured by mean square errors,
which can be applied to evaluate the performance of each predictor.
Table 4. Mean square errors of four base models
Predict model

Mean Squared Error

Extra Trees

44216.900081

Random Forest

44625.093537

Gradient Boosting

43764.930335

XGB

43279.231065

Based on the outcomes, it is not difficult to find out that both GBDT and XGB produce better
prediction results than ET and RF do in terms of MSE (mean sqaure error). The next section will
present more details on how to apply these four base predictors to construct an ensemble model.
Further computational experiments and benchmarks are carried out to evaluate the effectiveness/performance of the resulted ensemble model.
2.3 Model ensemble and training
In the previous section, four base predictors are trained and the corresponding forecasting models and results are obtained. These four base predictors will be employed to create the final ensemble model. The entire training process for the ensemble model is performed in the following two
stages:
 Assuming that the given sample dataset L= {{xi, yi}, i = 1, 2, ..., n} contains n tuples (samples),
where xi is the feature vector of the i-th sample after the dimensional reduction or PCA, yi is the
i-th target or real value. Specifically, in this case, there are 20,000 samples with each having a
certain number of features and yi is the true housing price associated with ith sample.
In order to prevent the over-fitting situation from happening, the principle of crossvalidation is applied to construct the second-level dataset. As Stacking ensemble learning
method is used to predict the house price data, the four basic predictors are needed to predict
once to get the prediction result, then the result and a part of original dataset got before are
merged as the second-level dataset using a well-perform predictor to predict again, so as to
avoid some of the predictors’ decision, and ensemble the four predictors’ predicting result as the
final predicting result. The original dataset L is randomly divided into k parts (they are called
subsamples in the following discussion) L1, L2, ..., Lk. Furthermore, define Li and L^i= L – Li, for
i = 1, 2, ..., k are defined to be the i-th cross-validation training and testing datasets respectively.
Four base predictors will be trained separately using the training datasets and four resultant
base predictors are obtained. The prediction result achieved by the j-th predictor on i-th sample
in the testing dataset is denoted by Zij. Since the number of subsamples is k, thus, the training
process repeats k times, whereas each subsample will be used for performing t predictions and
obtaining the corresponding predicting results. These predictions together with the target values
of the corresponding samples form the dataset used for the second-stage, namely, Lcv = {(Zi1,
Zi2, ..., Zit , yi), i = 1, 2, ..., n}. Through this process, the training dataset of the ensemble training
is a new dataset consisting of all prediction results and the corresponding target values (housing
prices in this case). At the end, the final ensemble prediction model is obtained upon Lcv.
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Accordding to the results pressented in thhe previouss section, it is found thhat GDBT model is a
better cchoice for thhe ensemblle model beecause it posssesses relaatively low M
MSE. Hencce GDBT iss
utilizedd as the trainning model again for thhe final enssemble mod
del. Similarlly, the param
meters suchh
as n_esstimators, learning_ra
l
te, subsampple, etc. listted in table 3 are adjus
usted based on the bestt
solutionn obtained during thiss training prrocess. Thee computatio
onal experiiements reveal that thee
setting of n_estim
mators = 100
0, subsamplle = 0.75 caan achieve the best soolution. At the
t end, thee
ensembble learningg based ho
ousing pricce predictio
on model is
i trained and constrructed. Thee
effectivvness of thhis model will
w be evalluated throu
ugh a series of compuutational ex
xperiementss
introduuced in the next
n section
n.

2.4 Results analysis
Similar to the evaluuating proceesses for fouur base pred
dictors men
ntioned abovve, the papeer comparess
the predictted housingg prices from
m the ensem
mble model to the actul ones to vverify the accuracy
a
orr
performancce of the ennsemble mo
odel. Figuree 3 depicts the
t predicted houing prrices againsst the actuall
ones.

Fiigure 3. Preediction resuults obtained
d by the enssemble moddel
nts the data samples, an
nd the vertical axis shoows the hou
using pricess
The horrizontal axissin represen
where the blue is forr the actuall prices whhile the oraange is for the predictted ones. Itt is hard too
validate thhe accuracyy and effecttiveness off the ensem
mble model visually, aggain the loss functionn
(mean squaare error) iss used to evaluate the ppredicting acccuracy (efffectiveness)). The comp
plete resultss
are shownn in table 5.
5 For com
mparison puurpose, the MSE (meaan of squarre error) off four basee
predictors is also listed in the table.
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Table 5. MSE for all models
Predict model

Mean Squared Error

Extra Trees

44216.900081

Random Forest

44625.093537

Gradient Boosting

43764.930335

XGB

43279.231065

Ensemble Model

41811.422310

It is not difficult to recognize the prediction results obtained by the ensemble model with the
lowest MSE, which is reduced by 6.7% on average. The computation results indicate that the
ensemble model is able to provide the most accurate predictions in general.
A base predictor would have its pros and cons, and it might not be able to work on all datasets
with the universal superiority. By applying the ensemble techniques, the advantages of the
underlying base predictors or models are strengthened while the shortcomings of these base models
are avoided. The ensemble model demonstrates its effectiveness in dealing with datasets with noise
and overfitting problems.
3. Conclusion
This paper presents a housing price prediction model built upon ET, RF, GBDT and XGB by
applying the stacking ensemble learning methodology. The process of building an ensemble model
includes extracting relevant features from California housing price data, performing the dimensional
reduction, and training the model respectively. During the ensemble model construction, the
individual prediction results are used as the inputs for training the ensemble predictor, which leads
to the final prediction model. The advantage of this model is that it can improve the prediction
accuracy and effectively avoid the overfitting when the dataset contains noise or too many features.
At the same time, the ensemble model is able to produce more stable results. Although the proposed
ensemble model functions cannot be claimed better than each base predictor consistently for all
scenarios, the outcomes obtained by the ensemble model are very promising. It also encourages
people to apply the similar technology to other machine learning problems in the future.
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